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Abstract

Social media sites have evolved as potent tools ever since they took shape
in the 2000s. Today, these platforms provide users with unprecedented
opportunities to create and disseminate content. There is no denying
that these platforms are a major source of news and information for
billions of users out there. However, despite the growth and success
of the industry, content creators and distributors—the primary actors
fueling the sector’s growth—do not benefit. Content creators and
distributors are increasingly struggling to profit from the industry. This
is driven largely by the high commissions that these platforms charge
and long-standing procedures that multiple intermediaries like banks
and financial technology (fintech) companies often demand. These
problems are prevalent because banks and other fintech companies
that facilitate payments have a monopoly that breeds complacency,
high costs, and low-quality services. Mulierum is building a Blockchainpowered payment system that eliminates third parties in the payment
system. We believe removing intermediaries will allow users and social
media companies to access fixed and predictable low transfer costs.
Unlike other traditional platforms such as WeChat, Google Wallet, and
App Pay, Mulierum is a decentralized and autonomous platform driven
by an open-source community.
DIVA will be the underlying token powering Mulierum, allowing users
to undertake various activities such as paying for transaction fees
and the platform’s service fees and acting as a deposit (stake) for the
platform.
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1.0 Introduction
Sharing is an essential human experience, and the growing social media platforms have opened exceptional
avenues for achieving this experience. Today, content creators can generate virtually everything from newsletters
on Twitter to short-form and long-form videos on YouTube, sponsored posts on Instagram, to viral dance moves
on TikTok.
Content creators have played a vital role in the growth of social media platforms, fueling data creation. Below are
the latest figures from Domo’s Data Never Sleeps report showing what content creators generate per minute1:
•
•
•
•

More than 600,000 tweets get sen ton Twitter.
More than 50,000 photos get posted on Instagram.
More than 600,000 photos get poste don Snapchat.
Morethan 5 million videos get watched on YouTube.

The rapid growth of data on these platforms has changed how users find partners, access news, and organize
to demand political change. Exponential growth and vast adoption in the early 2000s saw social media networks
unveil advertising and sales as their primary revenue model.
When this model was no longer sustainable, social media networks started to motivate content creators to
generate creative content, which in turn, would be incentivized. For example, users who uploaded great videos to
YouTube and garnered millions of views can earn a share of the platform’s advertising revenue.
Besides advertising, such users can also earn from various sources, including corporate sponsorships from
significant brands, fan funding, and merchandise sales. Today, these platforms are now a digital marketplace
combining multiple economic activities with a sizable market share.
According to Business Research Company, the global social media market size will grow from US$ 94.83 billion
in 2020 to US$ 308.96 billion by 20252. This represents a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 32%
Facebook tops all the other social media platforms when it comes to annual revenues. For example, its revenue
amounted to nearly US$ 86 billion in 2020, up from US$ 70.7 billion the previous year3.
Despite this impressive growth, content creators and distributors are increasingly struggling to profit from social
media monetization initiatives. The next section highlights the challenges of social media monetization initiatives.

1 - Data Never Sleeps 8.0 Infographic | Domo,” accessed July 14, 2021, https://www.domo.com/learn/infographic/data-never-sleeps-8.
2 - “Global Social Media Market Data and Industry Growth Analysis,” accessed July 14, 2021, https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.
com/report/social-media-global-market-report-2020-30-covid- 19-impact-and-recovery.
3 - Facebook: Annual Revenue | Statista,” accessed July 14, 2021, https://www.statista.com/statistics/268604/annual-revenue-offacebook/.
4 |
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1.1 Challenges of Financial Payments on Social Media Networks
Traditional social media networks have the right ingredients required to get a robust payment platform. Besides
a vast user base that keeps increasing exponentially, social media networks can reach diverse geographical
regions.
They also have a familiar user interface (UI), and user experience (UX) features that can spur mass adoption.
However, despite these ingredients, money transfer is a challenge because of the following reasons :
•
•
•
•
•

Highcommissions
Securitycanbecompromised
Opacity
Lackofstandardizationmechanisms
Unilateralandmandatoryrulesimposedbysocialmediacompanies

1.1.1 High commissions
Many content platforms like YouTube and Instagram that allow users to create and share content profit enormously
by selling advertisements. For example, YouTube content creators can earn a significant pie of advertising
revenue. Similarly, YouTube can also obtain a decent income from its advertising revenue.
But this is not the case because of a fragmented payment system involving many intermediaries that charge high
transaction fees. Because of high chargebacks from layers of intermediaries, the vast majority of creators and
distributors rarely profit from their efforts.
For example, when you stream music on Spotify, you only receive between 10% to 15% of the sales, while
the rest of your income goes to processing companies such as banks4. This problem is prevalent because the
payment platforms are largely monolithic and monopolistic.

1.1.2 Security Can Be Compromised
Traditional payment systems on most media networks are centralized with a single point of failure. Any problem
that affects the central server on these platforms can generate disastrous outcomes for payment processing.
According to Federal Trade Commission’s Consumer Sentinel Network (FTCSN), credit card fraud increased by
a staggering 104% between 2019 and 20205.
The spike in credit card fraud is largely because these systems have a single point of failure. On the other
hand, a decentralized payment platform is more secure because it has multiple points of failure. To execute a
malicious attack on a decentralized payment platform, you would have to simultaneously attack multiple nodes
that constitute the network.

1.1.3 Opacity
A monolithic entity such as a bank or fintech maintains all the transaction histories in traditional payment
platforms. This version can get corrupted or hacked, jeopardizing consumers’ records and even losing funds on
conventional payment systems. Besides, users cannot audit transactions on these platforms unless they access
the centralized server.
A decentralized ledger technology (DLT) such as Blockchain, on the other hand, is more transparent because
all the nodes share the same documentation of transactions. Besides, records become immutable once they are
recorded on Blockchain, and users can audit them to verify their authenticities and prevent fraud.
4 - Music Gateway, “Royalty Calculator,” Music Gateway, August 22, 2019, https://www.musicgateway.com/royalties-calculator.
5 - Greg Mahnken, “Credit Card Fraud Is on the Rise — Are Your Customers Safe?,” www.atmmarketplace.com, September 1, 2020,
https://www.atmmarketplace.com/blogs/credit-card- fraud-is-on-the-rise-are-your-customers-safe/.
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1.1.4 Lack of Standardization Mechanisms
Traditional payment processors use fragmented technologies that often lack unified connectivity with other
systems to deliver efficient results. Currently, most payment platforms use various interconnectivity solutions
like the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) to create interoperable networks.
However, these solutions have resulted in costly inter-bank transfers and inefficiencies across the payment sector,
negatively impacting social media. Without a universal and transparent platform to provide direct connections
between social media networks and payment processors, the payment system remains opaque and fraught with
auditability and traceability challenges.
Also, many monolithic payment providers can only provide services in a few jurisdictions because of bureaucratic
and tax problems in different countries. This hinders many content creators, especially in developing and lessdeveloped economies, to actively monetize their social media engagements.

1.1.5 Unilateral and Mandatory Rules Imposed by Social Media Companies
Content creators are increasingly getting disillusioned with social media companies because of the ever-changing
monetization policies. For example, in 2008, YouTube tightened rules around its partner program and raised
requirements for creators to be eligible for monetization videos6.
At the time, YouTube argued that the policy change was about disqualifying “bad actors.” However, the change
ended up affecting new and smaller channels that needed to reach monetization. These unilateral and mandatory
rules have ended up disenfranchising content creators who would like to make a living from these platforms.

1.2 Why Mulierum?
High commissions passed down to content creators and distributors make traditional payment networks
ineffective in addressing the industry’s pain points. Creators and distributors lack the bargaining power to
negotiate equitable payout terms because the payment platforms have a monopoly.
Also, the lack of standardization mechanisms across payment platforms can negatively impact functionalities
such as data transfers. This can make these platforms untrustworthy for content creators and distributors to
transmit vital data alongside transactions.
We are unveiling Mulierum against this background. Under Mulierum, the whole sector will gain four invaluable
features: low transaction fees, secure transactions, enhanced transparency, and a unified payout system.
Unlike conventional payment systems that are monolithic, Mulierum is decentralized and driven by a global,
open-source community. Mulierum will help social media platforms process payments promptly via a Blockchainenabled technology that does not cede control to a third party.
It will also help content creators and distributors earn high income from social media networks via a lowcommission money transfer platform. In a sense, we are the world’s lowest fee transfer platform.

6 - Chris Welch, “YouTube Tightens Rules Around What Channels Can Be Monetized,” The Verge, January 16, 2018, https://www.
theverge.com/2018/1/16/16899068/youtube-new-monetization-rules- announced-4000-hours.
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2.0 Blockchain Solution
Banks and other fintech companies currently dominate the payment processing for social media networks. The
involvement of these companies facilitates foreign trade and contributes to the overall development of the global
economy.
However, they are faced with long-standing challenges, including lack of transparency, costly transaction fees,
and lack of standardization mechanisms. Blockchain is a transparent and frictionless technology that is currently
gaining traction across several industries, including healthcare, manufacturing, and financial services.
Blockchain is a DLT introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in a 2008 whitepaper outlining its fundamental principles
that established Bitcoin—the first-ever peer-to-peer (P2P) digital currency7. As a digital currency system, Bitcoin
records every transaction to an open digital ledger, and any user can update it.
Unlike traditional fiat currencies, Bitcoin operates without any trusted intermediary such as a bank or government
agency. Nakamoto designed Blockchain as a separate module outside of Bitcoin’s specification to solve a doublespending problem8. This was a long-standing issue that had eluded the realization of many digital currencies in
the past.
As a decentralized ledger, Blockchain does not store records on a centralized server. Instead, it disperses the
records over a network of interconnected computers (also called nodes). All the nodes have a full copy of the
ledger. To ensure that nodes do not incur security issues while manipulating the ledger, Blockchain relies on
cryptography and digital signatures.
Below are three technical tenants of any Blockchain-enabled platform :
1. It maintains a replicated ledger
Blockchain records a history of all current transactions with append-only immutable past transactions. These
transactions can replicate and be distributed to all the nodes in the network.
2. Blockchain relies on cryptography
Blockchain leverages cryptographic techniques to guarantee the privacy and authenticity of transactions.
Cryptography also validates the identity of nodes participating in transactions. Blockchain is essentially a linked
list containing hash pointers that record groups of transactions in units called blocks.
A cryptographic hash function takes a variable-size transaction and converts it into a fixed-sized alphanumeric
text called a hash value or simply hash. The hash then gets chained to the previous block creating a chain of
irreversible transactions. The hash is a vital component of Blockchain because it identifies and maintains the
integrity of the ledger.
3. Blockchain uses a consensus mechanism
Because Blockchain is a decentralized network, it does not rely on a centralized entity to validate the transactions.
It is the sole responsibility of decentralized nodes to validate the transactions via a consensus mechanism. In a
consensus protocol, all the nodes that volunteer as validators must agree that the transaction is valid for it to be
appended to the block.

7 - Satoshi Nakamoto, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System,” Decentralized Business Review, 2008, 21260.
8 - Usman W. Chohan, “The Double Spending Problem and Cryptocurrencies,” Available at SSRN 3090174, 2017.
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Examples of consensus algorithms include :

•

Proof-of-work (PoW). PoW is the underlying consensus protocol in Bitcoin. PoW requires the decentralized
nodes (also called miners) to provide evidence that they have consumed computational power (i.e., work)
to solve a complex mathematical problem. In the case of Bitcoin, PoW iterates the secure hash algorithm
(SHA-256) until arriving at an output that has the correct minimum number of zeros. A node that emerges as
the “winner” gets rewarded with coins. This protocol requires a great deal of computational resources to run
different cryptographic computations, which translates to a high amount of electricity and power.

•

Proof-of-Stake (PoS). In a PoS-enabled platform, nodes can validate transactions based on the number of
coins or tokens they hold on the platform. The more coins or tokens a node holds in the network, the more
validating their power on the network. For example, in Ethereum 2.0, nodes must stake at least 32 ETH to
become a validator9. The PoS eliminates many problems, such as high computational resources in PoWenabled platforms, by allowing nodes to stake coins instead of energy-intensive mining.

•

Proof-of-authority (PoA). In a PoA-enabled Blockchain, the network selects small and designated actors
with the power to validate transactions10. The new block that gets created is immediately appended to
the Blockchain without verification. Private or consortium Blockchains in the banking industry prefer PoA
because it facilitates faster transactions and can help them audit funds movement with reduced costs.

2.1 Ethereum
Mulierum is a layer two Ethereum platform, a Blockchain-based computing system that executes smart contracts.
Using Ethereum as Mulierum’s abstract foundational layer, we will implement all the money transfer features on
Mulierum directly via smart contracts deployed and processed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
We have selected Ethereum layer two because of the unique payment requirements that the platform has to
address two main concerns :

•

High frequency. Social media companies have a huge user base. We expect much larger transaction volumes
as more content creators and distributors join the platform to get money transfer services. Ethereum layer 2
has all the ingredients to support high transaction throughput to achieve larger transaction volumes.

•

Support for micro-payments. We expect the majority of transactions will involve small denominations. This
requires a frictionless micropayment system to foster a vibrant community. Ethereum layer two protocols can
support minimal or even zero transaction fees.

9 - Proof-of-Stake (PoS),” ethereum.org, accessed July 15, 2021, https://ethereum.org.
10 - What Is Proof of Authority?,” Coinhouse (blog), July 23, 2019, https://www.coinhouse.com/learn/what- is-proof-of-authority/.
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2.2 Network Architecture
Mulierum will comprise of the following components :

Front - End
UI / Android / iOS
Cyrpto Module

Exchange Modüle

Fiat Module

Social Network Module
Payment Gateway

Figure 1 : Mulierum Blockchain architecture
www.mulierum.com
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2.2.1 Mulierum Blockchain
The core of Mulierum is the Blockchain implemented on Ethereum. We believe Ethereum is a robust, fully
functional, and Turing-complete compliant Blockchain that can create a low- commission money transfer on
social media networks. Ethereum Blockchain also supports a simpler, modular, and reliable platform that can
easily be upgraded.
We would also like Mulierum to be friendly to developers throughout its design. Ethereum perfectly fits Mulierum
because of its rich developer community with a reuse-proven, broadly- used, and state-of-the-art smart contracts
stack.

2.2.2 Crypto Module
The crypto module is essentially a wallet that will allow content creators and distributors to manage and transfer
their coins securely. We will implement the crypto module as a multi-asset wallet system with multiple coins such
as BTC, ETH, and LTC. Our main objective is to allow content creators and distributors to store and retrieve their
coins seamlessly.

2.2.3 Fiat Module
The fiat module will allow users to work with fiat currencies.

2.2.4 Payment Module
The payment module connects an external module that integrates Mulierum users with the Blockchain. It allows
users to connect to Mulierum from their favorite social media platforms.

2.2.5 Social Network Module
The social media network module is Mulierum’s inherent solution to connect to multiple social media platforms.
We are implementing this module as an open-source platform that social media companies can easily integrate
into their interfaces to facilitate funds transfer to their users.

2.2.6 Exchange Gateway
The Exchange gateway module will link social media users to cryptocurrency exchanges. This will allow them to
undertake exchanges involving crypto-to-fiat and vice versa.

10 |
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3.0 Mulierum Ecosystem
Mulierum believes in the future of a Blockchain-enabled money transfer system. When Blockchain-powered
payment systems become fully functional, and all money goes digital, it does not matter where social media
users reside because they have access to the global economy.
With tokenization becoming a solid driving force in crypto markets, we see a future where crypto assets are
accessed and used seamlessly globally.

3.1 Mulierum’s Value Proposition
Mulierum is providing a robust, state-of-the-art platform to solve inherent challenges in social media money
transfers. We believe Blockchain can solve the critical pain points facing money transfers in the social media
arena by :

•

Lowering transaction fees. Mulierum will reduce total transaction fees by minimizing pre-funding requirements
inherent in traditional payment systems and scaling down processing costs.

•

Creating a standardized connectivity ecosystem. Traditional money transfer systems on social media networks
incorporate multiple third parties that levy high transaction fees to transfer funds. Mulierum disintermediates
the sector to allow social media companies and users (content creators and distributors) access on-demand
liquidity worldwide via a standardized product.

•

Improving transparency and accountability. Mulierum will leverage Blockchain to maximize end-to-end
visibility of transactions, transaction fees, delivery time, and customer data.

•

Enhancing resiliency and prevent fraud. Mulierum will eliminate many errors and fraudulent cases inherent in
traditional money transfer systems with a decentralized platform that facilitates settlements in near real-time.

•

Enhancing transaction speeds. Mulierum will efficiently route payments via a scalable layer 2 Ethereum and
leverage instant settlements to achieve faster transactions.

3.2 Primary Features
We are implementing an open and low-cost money transfer platform that social media companies can use to
transfer funds to their users. In this regard, Mulierum will incorporate the following features :

Wallet

Token Management

Payment Management

Figure 2 : Mulierum’s features
www.mulierum.com
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3.2.1 Mulierum Wallet
Mulierum Wallet is a core component of the platform. It is a robust wallet system that Mulierum users can use to
transfer funds from their social media accounts to other accounts. The wallet will have the following functionalities:

•
•
•
•
•

GeneratingnewaddressontheEthereummainnet.
ViewingDIVAsbalancesandsendingtransactionstootherwallets.
Viewingtransactionsandpendingreleases.
Viewingandstakingdepositsinthenetwork.
Creatingpaymentrequestsanddisplayingthemasquickresponse(QR)codes.

We will implement Mulierum wallet with the following features :

•

Responsive mobile UI/UX. Users can quickly get started with the application either on their Android or iOS
devices.

•

Multi-factor authentication (MFA). Security is a crucial component of any wallet system. Mulierum will
leverage MFA to provide robust security by allowing users to authenticate themselves via different methods
such as mobile phone calls, short text messages (SMS), and email notifications.

•

Seamless currency conversion system. The wallet will provide affordable and instant conversion rates for
crypto-to-fiat and vice versa.

•

Full range of localized payment services. Mulierum will add other localized payment services such as
domestic bill payments in the future.

12 |
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3.2.2 Token Management
By default, Mulierum will support multiple cryptos such as BTC, ETH, LTC, and other ERC-20 tokens. The token
management module will allow users to store and exchange these crypto- assets transparently and seamlessly.
Mulierum will implement token management to allow users to access and manage these assets just as they would
have done with fiat-based wallets. We will use DIVA tokens to promote efficient exchange and storage of multiple
cryptos. In the future, we will allow Mulierum users to exchange DIVA tokens on various crypto exchanges.

3.2.3 Payment Management
The payment management module is an application programming interface (API) that social media companies
use to transfer funds to their users at a fraction of a cost. We will implement the payment API as an open-source
product to allow various social media companies to implement it in their solutions.

4.0 Market Analysis
Social media platforms have continued to redefine the global landscape on several fronts, from how users access
news to organize and demand political changes. The need for increased transparency in news coverage and
enhanced lines of communication is accelerating social media adoption among the world’s population.
As of 2021, the population of users using social media is roughly 3.96 billion worldwide, with the average user
having approximately nine accounts on different social media networks11. This represents over half of the world’s
population, which currently stands at over 7.6 billion people12.
Facebook stands out as a market leader, with the most active users currently sitting at more than 2.79 billion
users. The company also boasts four of the largest social media platforms, including WhatsApp, Instagram, and
Facebook Messenger—all with more than 1 billion monthly active users13.
The growing use of smartphones largely fuels the growth in social media users. According to bankmycell.com,
the number of smartphone users globally is 3.8 billion as of July 2021, representing nearly half of the global
population14. This figure is considerably higher than in 2016 when there were only 2.5 billion smartphone users.

11 - How Many People Use Social Media in 2021? (65+ Statistics),” Backlinko, August 12, 2020, https://backlinko.com/social-mediausers.
12 - World Population Clock: 7.9 Billion People (2021) - Worldometer,” accessed July 15, 2021, https://www.worldometers.info/worldpopulation/.
13 - Most Used Social Media 2021,” Statista, accessed July 15, 2021, https://www.statista.com/statistics/272014/global-socialnetworks-ranked-by-number-of-users/.
14 - Ash Turner, “How Many People Have Smartphones Worldwide (Jun 2021),” July 10, 2018, https://www.bankmycell.com/blog/howmany-phones-are-in-the-world.
www.mulierum.com
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Figure 3 : Number of smartphone users worldwide

Source : Statista
The same growth witnessed in the number of social media users is also seen in the average time users spend on
the networks. In 2020, users’ daily average time on social media networks was 2 hours and 25 minutes, up from
2 hours and 22 minutes the previous year. These statistics point to an industry that is on the rise.
Besides the number of users and average time spent on social media networks, the overall market size of these
platforms has also been steadily growing. The Business Research Company estimates the global social media
market size to grow steadily at a CAGR of 32% from US$94.83 billion in 2020 to US$308.96 billion by 202515.

15- Global Social Media Market Data And Industry Growth Analysis.”

14 |
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Figure 4: Global social media market size statistics

Source: BusinessWire16.
However, content creators and distributors who play a central role in the growth of social media platforms rarely
benefit from their efforts despite the impressive growth witnessed in the industry. In the past, these firms unveiled
monetization strategies to help content producers earn some income for their work.
For example, YouTube creators who have subscribed to the platform’s Partner Program can earn money in
various ways, including advertising, donations, subscriptions, live-streaming features, and YouTube’s premium
revenue. Facebook has also employed the same monetization strategy, albeit with slight modifications.
In July 2021, the company unveiled a program that would pay US$ 1 billion to content producers as part of an
initiative to woo influencers on its platform17. According to the company, content creators will receive seasonal
bonuses on Facebook and Instagram to expand over time.

16 - Social Media Analytics Market | Impact of COVID-19 On the Application Software Sector Industry | Technavio | Business Wire,”
accessed July 15, 2021, https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20201021006035/en/Social-Media-Analytics-Market-Impact- ofCOVID-19-On-the-Application-Software-Sector-Industry-Technavio.
17 - Taylor Lorenz, “Facebook Plans To Pay Creators $1 Billion To Use Its Products,” The New York Times, July 14, 2021, sec. Technology,
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/14/technology/facebook-payments- creators.html.
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These initiatives point to an industry that is on an upward trajectory with the right ingredients to thrive. But one
problem remains unsolved: payment integration. Social media companies still rely on traditional banks and other
emerging fintech companies to pay their users.
Because these platforms are largely monolithic and monopolistic, social media companies and users have little
control over how they operate and transfer funds. Besides lack of transparency, there are several intermediaries
between social media companies and users, with each intermediary levying a transaction fee.
This translates to high commissions that are often transferred to content creators and distributors. Making money
from these platforms is getting difficult by the day because users have to pay high transaction fees to access
their hard-earned funds.
Besides, high transaction fees, money transfer on social media networks is slow. According to a GoCardless,
it can take an average of between 3 to 5 business days to fulfill social media payment transactions18. The
most worrying aspect about slow speeds in these systems is that it does not guarantee successful transaction
execution, with many failure rates.
Nearly 67% of business-to-business (B2B) money transfers require manual intervention to succeed, according
to Traxpay19. The same study shows that it takes a minimum of 15 minutes to resolve the issue. These problems
are common because there are significant variations in messaging protocols and account structures that often
lead to errors during payment processing.
Mulierum believes that now is the time to revolutionize the money transfer system in social media payments.
Blockchain has disrupted several industries such as healthcare, real estate, and banking but not in social media
payments. We believe that Mulierum has an ample opportunity to venturing into the social media payments
sector.

18 - How Long Do International Bank Transfers Take? | GoCardless,” accessed July 15, 2021, https://gocardless.com/guides/posts/
international-bank-transfer-times/.
19 - How SWIFT GPI Enables Small Banks To Have a Virtual Correspondent Banking Network – FinConnect,” accessed April 14, 2021,
http://www.finconnect.io/how-swift-gpi-enables-small-banks-to- have-a-virtual-correspondent-banking-network/.
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5.0 Tokenomics
The DIVA token is a major component of Mulierum’s tokenomics mechanisms that serve as a cryptographically
secured utility token. Before the official launch of Mulierum on the Ethereum mainnet, DIVA tokens will serve to
enhance the platform’s growth and direction.

5.1 What Is DIVA?
DIVA is an Ethereum-based ERC-20 token that provides a standard mechanism governing how the platform is
used. DIVA tokens will primarily be used to transfer funds between social media companies and users in near
real-time. Besides powering transactions, DIVA tokens will also allow parties to exchange fiat currency into
DIVAs and vice versa.
Additionally, DIVAs will act as incentives to decentralized nodes that want to validate transactions on the platform.
Because DIVAs are ERC-20 token standards, they will facilitate seamless interactions with dozens of other smart
contracts and decentralized applications (DApps) built on top of Ethereum.

www.mulierum.com
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5.2 Token Specifications
The DIVA token is a major component of Mulierum’s tokenomics mechanisms that serve as a cryptographically
secured utility token. Before the official launch of Mulierum on the Ethereum mainnet, DIVA tokens will serve to
enhance the platform’s growth and direction.

Feature

Specification

Blockchain

Ethereum ERC20

Token name

DIVA

Total token supply

500.000.000.000 DIVAs

Hard cap

US$ 5 million

Soft cap

US$ 1 million

Issuance price

1 DIVA = US$ 0.025

Decimal

18

Burnable ?

Yes

Mintable ?

Yes

Table 1 : Token specifications

PreSale 1 Phase USD 0.025 ( 14 October 2021 - 14 November 2021)
PreSale 2 Phase USD 0.10 ( 15 November 2021- 15 January 2022)
Public Sale ( Excange Price ) USD 0.25

18 |
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5.3 Token Allocation
The platform will have a total supply of 500,000,000 DIVAs that will be available for an initial exchange offering (IEO) from 14 October 2021 to 15 January 2022.
Out of these, Mulierum will allocate; 26% for Social Media Users, 14,8% for the Public Sale, 6% for product
and marketing, 20% for staking incentives, 10% for token burning,10% for founder, 3% for partnerships &
ecosystem,0,2% for Pre-Sale, 1% for airdrop/bounty and 9% for the team. The table below highlights these
specifications:

Item

Allocation (%)

Allocation (DIVA)

Social Media Users

26

130.000.000.000 DIVA

Staking Incentives

20

100.000.000.000 DIVA

Public Sale

14,8

74.000.000.000 DIVA

Token Burning

10

50.000.000.000 DIVA

Founder

10

50.000.000.000 DIVA

Team

9

45.000.000.000 DIVA

Product And Marketing

6

30.000.000.000 DIVA

Partnerships & Ecosystem

3

15.000.000.000 DIVA

Pre - Sale

0,2

1.000.000.000 DIVA

Air Drop / Bounty

1

5.000.000.000 DIVA

Table 2 : Token allocation specification
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5.4 Staking
Staking is the new trend that has emerged in response to the fast growing energy demand resulting from Proofof-Work (PoW) protocols to validate transactions. In essence, staking cryptocurrency involves acquiring and
holding a certain number of tokens in the platform that will provide returns depending on how much you vest and
for how long.
Here, we offer dynamic staking options as the participant gains the stake amount with profit amount for the
staking period directly deposited to his/her wallet by simply holding a certain number of DIVA tokens as per the
procedure in the platform. For example, if the user stakes 2000 Diva tokens and chooses the staking schema
for 7 days, the resulting ROI will be 50% of the tokens as allotted for staking incentives. So the user receives a
total of 3000 Diva tokens. The cron run takes place only on Mondays and Wednesdays of every week offering
greater trading opportunities.
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6.0 Roadmap

Phase 1
June 2020
Research and brainstorming
Phase 2
November 2020
Gathering of the Team
Sharing tasks in a Team
Phase 3
February 2021
Whitepaper
IEO
Phase 4
March 2021
Development
Start Version 1.0
Phase 5
June 2021
Closed Beta
Phase 6
July 2021
Staking Develoment
Version 2.0
Phase 7
Staking Develoment Version 2.0
App Devolopment
Version 1.0
Phase 8
September 2021
Closed Beta
Public Beta
Phase 9
September 2021
Go Live MVP
Registeration
Phase 10
October 2021
Go Live 2.0
DIVA integration
Phase 11
14 October 2021
Project Launch
First Pre Sale
Phase 12
November 2021
Second Pre Sale
Phase 13
December 2021
Start Staking
Version 2.1

Phase 14
First Quarter 2022
Meetings with social Media Platforms
Listing on exchange platforms
Phase 15
Second Quarter 2022
Social media platforms
Agreement and integration
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7.0 Disclaimer: Risks of an IEO
Mulierum wishes to state that the acquisition of crypto assets—also called tokens—in whatever form as part of
an IEO may result in significant risks to the investors. Crypto assets are highly speculative and volatile forms of
investment that you must evaluate keenly before investing in them entirely.
You should also take note of the widespread fraudulent activities in crypto markets and ensure that you store
your keys safely. This section highlights some risks that you are likely to encounter with Mulierum.

7.1 Risks
Tokens acquired during the IEO often experience substantial price fluctuations. Consequently, there are many
inherent risks that the Mulierum ecosystem may not have a liquid secondary market or no market at all where you
can sell your tokens after an IEO to liquidate the investment for a profit.
Typically, most IEO-funded projects are, in most cases, experimental, and therefore their performance
and business models are yet to be tested. Additionally, it is challenging to verify the descriptions of how the
underlying protocol will function in various jurisdictions. There are chances that the project may be rejected in
some jurisdictions.
The information provided in this whitepaper contains “forward-looking” statements that are insufficient to
conclude the project’s viability. You must verify the identity and reputability of such statements on your own to
determine their accuracies and understand the kind of investment you are venturing into.
While Mulierum will undertake all measures necessary to safeguard your personal data, it does not guarantee
that this undertaking will be in accordance with regulatory standards in different countries.
The systemic vulnerability of crypto assets to fraudulent activities, terrorist financing, and money laundering
can increase the risk of your investments being lost. While Mulierum will undertake all the safety precautions to
protect your assets, you will be solely responsible for managing your keys and wallet(s).
Before you decide to participate in an IEO, you should be certain that you have fully understood the benefits
and inherent risks involved with Mulierum investment. Mulierum will be at your disposal in case you would like an
issue to be clarified. You should also ensure that Mulierum’s characteristics match your investment needs before
committing to the project.
By reading this whitepaper :
a) You represent yourself and acknowledge that :
I.
DIVA tokens can be value-less depending on the prevailing global economic conditions;
II. Mulierum does not in any way assure or represent the liquidity or value attached to DIVA tokens ;
III. Mulierum is not offering DIVA tokens for speculative purposes; and
IV. None of the Mulierum and/or Mulierum staff is liable for any speculative value you may suffer 		
when you invest in DIVA tokens.
b) You acknowledge that the contents in the whitepaper shall not be conceived as any advice,
suggestion, or statement regarding the benefits of Mulierum and /or Mulierum IEO.
c) You acknowledge that information contained herein is strictly confidential, and you cannot
share it without prior written permission from Mulierum.
d) You understand that you must adhere to all the laws, regulations, and limitations placed on
Mulierum’s protocol in case you purchase the DIVA tokens.
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